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S C H E D U L E S

Schedules 1, 2 rep. by 1992 c. 40

SCHEDULE 3 Articles 16(2), 42(2), 43(2), 52(1) and
Schedule 4

LIMITATIONS AND OTHER PROVISIONS AFFECTING INSURANCE BY
INDUSTRIAL ASSURANCE COMPANY OF LIFE OF A PARENT OR GRANDPARENT

Limitations as to residence

Para. 1 rep. by SI 2001/3647

Limitations as to sum insured
Sub-para. (1) rep. by SI 2001/3647

(2)  Where an insurance has been effected by an industrial assurance company in exercise of the
power conferred by Article 16(1), then, subject to sub-paragraph (3)—

(a) the company shall not by virtue of or in connection with that insurance pay to any person
any sum which exceeds £30 when taken alone; or

(b) the company shall not by virtue of or in connection with that insurance, pay to the person
by whom that insurance was taken out any sum which exceeds £30 when added to any
sum or sums paid to him, on the death on which money was thereby insured to be paid,
by virtue of or in connection with any other relevant insurance taken out by him; or

(c) if any payment has been made on the death in question by virtue of or in connection with
that insurance to the person by whom it was taken out and that payment has not been
repaid, the company shall not pay to him on that death, by virtue of or in connection with
any other relevant insurance taken out by him, any sum which exceeds £30 when added
to the sum so paid and not repaid, or when added to it and to any sum or sums paid to him
on that death by virtue of or in connection with any other relevant insurance or insurances
taken out by him.

(3)  For the purposes of this paragraph, there shall be excluded any sum insured to be paid, or
paid,—

(a) by way of bonus, other than a guaranteed bonus; or
(b) by way of repayment of premiums; or
(c) under a free paid-up policy which was in force as such on 30th June 1948, or had been

applied for or claimed before that date;
and so much of any sum insured to be paid, or paid, as represents—

(i) any increase in any benefit payable by the company under a contract of assurance made by
the company in the course of its industrial assurance business in Northern Ireland where
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the increase results from the adoption of a scheme prescribed or approved in pursuance of
section 6(3) of the Decimal Currency Act 1969 (elimination of amounts other than a new
halfpenny or multiples thereof); or

(ii) any increase in any sum assured or guaranteed which is effected under regulation 6 or 7 of the
Industrial Assurance (Life Assurance Premium Relief) Regulations (Northern Ireland) 1978
[F2 and amended under regulation 6 or 8 of the Industrial Assurance (Life Assurance Premium
Relief) (Change of Rate) Regulations (Northern Ireland) 1989] (increase commensurate with
increased premium under arrangements made in lieu of tax relief).

F1 mod. by SR 1989/76
F2 SR 1989/75

Limitations as to alienation
3. Where, under any relevant insurance, money is for the time being insured to be paid to the

person by whom the insurance was taken out on the death of a parent or grandparent of his—
(a) any assignment or charge made by him after 22nd December 1948 of or on all or any of

the rights in respect of the insurance conferred on him by the policy or by any provision
of this Order, or of any enactment repealed by this Order; and

(b) any agreement so made by him to assign or charge all or any of those rights;

shall, except in the case of a charge or agreement to charge for the purpose only of securing sums
paid for keeping on foot or restoring the insurance, be void, and, on any bankruptcy of his, where
the order of adjudication was made after 22nd December 1948, none of those rights shall pass to any
trustee or other person acting on behalf of his creditors.

Requirements as to death certificates
4. Paragraphs 5 to 9 have effect with regard to the production of certificates of death in connection

with the making of payments relevant for the purposes of paragraph 2.

5. An industrial assurance company shall not, by virtue of or in connection with any relevant
insurance of money to be paid on the death of a parent or grandparent of the person by whom the
insurance was taken out, pay to that person on the death any sum not excluded, for the purposes of
paragraph 2, by sub-paragraph (3) of that paragraph, except upon production of a certificate of the
death for the purposes of this Schedule stated therein to be issued to the person to whom the payment
is made, unless the death occurred outside Northern Ireland.

6. On so making payment of any such sum, the industrial assurance company shall cause to be
endorsed on the certificate a statement showing—

(a) the name of the company;
(b) the amount of any such sum paid; and
(c) the date of the contract for the insurance;

and, on receiving any repayment of a sum so paid by virtue of or in connection with an insurance
effected in exercise of the power conferred by Article 16(1), the company shall cause to be endorsed
on the certificate a statement showing the repayment.

7. Where an industrial assurance company is charged with a contravention of paragraph 2 in
respect of the payment by the company of a sum which exceeded the limit of £30 imposed by
paragraph 2(2)( b) or ( c) in consequence of the addition as thereby required of another sum paid by
another industrial assurance company or by a registered friendly society, or two or more other sums
so paid, and which would not have exceeded the limit apart from that addition, it shall be a defence
for the company charged to prove that—
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(a) the sum in respect of which the company is charged was paid in accordance with paragraph
5; and

(b) the certificate produced disclosed no payment by any other industrial assurance company
or by a registered friendly society of any sum or sums required by the said paragraph 2(2)
( b) or ( c) to be added, or disclosed such payment but only to an amount insufficient to
cause the sum in respect of which the company is charged to exceed that limit;

subject, however, in the case of a certificate which is a duplicate, to the provisions of paragraph 9.

8. The provisions of paragraphs 4 and 5 of Schedule 5 to the Friendly Societies Act apply in
relation to certificates of death for the purposes of this Schedule and the issue of duplicates thereof.

9. On production to an industrial assurance company of a duplicate which records a requirement
for an endorsement made by it to be repeated in accordance with regulations under paragraph 5
of Schedule 5 to the Friendly Societies Act, the company shall cause the duplicate to be endorsed
accordingly and paragraph 7 of this Schedule shall not apply in the case of a certificate which is a
duplicate on which such a requirement is recorded, unless the duplicate has been endorsed by the
company in question.

Interpretation
10. In this Schedule—

“registered friendly society” includes a branch of such a society;

“relevant insurance” means an insurance effected[F3 before 1st December 2001] (whether
before or after the commencement of this Order) by an industrial assurance company or by a
registered friendly society in exercise of any power conferred by—
(a) Article 16(1);
(b) paragraph 1 of Schedule 9;
(c) any provision of any enactment repealed by this Order corresponding to any of the

provisions mentioned in paragraphs ( a) and ( b);
(d) [F4paragraph (2)(d)] of Schedule 1 to the Friendly Societies Act.

F3 SI 2001/3647
F4 1992 c. 40

11. References in Article 16(1) and this Schedule to a payment on a person's death include
references to a payment for his funeral expenses.

SCHEDULE 4 Article 22.

MATTERS TO BE SET OUT IN PREMIUM RECEIPT BOOKS

1. The following matters shall be set out in premium receipt books pursuant to Article 22—
(a) [F5as to the following provisions of this Order (or of rules as mentioned below), either—

(i) those provisions, or
(ii) with the consent of the Financial Services Authority, a statement which sets out the

effect of any such provision—]

F6 F6
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. . .
F5

. . .

. . .
F5

. . .

Article 21[F5 rules made by the Financial
Services Authority relating to premium
receipt books].

Premium receipt books.

Article 27(2) to (5) Misstatements, and non-disclosure, in
proposals.

Article 28 Return of policies and premium receipt
books after inspection.

Article 29 Notice before forfeiture.

Article 30 Provisions as to forfeited policies.

Article 33 Payment of claims.

Article 36 Disputes.

Article 48 Notices.

Paragraphs 2, 3, 10 and 11 of Schedule 3
to this Order (in the case of industrial
assurance companies only)
F5

. . .

Insurances on the life of parent or
grandparent; limit on amount, and
prohibition of assignment or charge.

(b) as to the following provisions of this Order,F6. . . and of the Friendly Societies Act, a
statement which, in the opinion of the[F6 Commission], sufficiently sets out the effect
thereof—

F5

. . .
F5

. . .

Paragraphs 5 to 9 of Schedule 3 to this
Order (in the case of industrial assurance
companies only) and Schedule 5 to the
Friendly Societies Act (in the case of
collecting societies only).

Death certificates in connection with
payments referred to in paragraph 2 of
Schedule 3 to this Order or, as the case
may be, in[F6 section 72] of the Friendly
Societies Act.

Para. 2 rep. by 1992 c. 40

F5 SI 2001/3647
F6 1992 c. 40

[F7SCHEDULE 4A

MATTERS TO BE SET OUT IN STATEMENTS OF PROTECTIVE PROVISIONS

F7 SI 2001/3647
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1. Subject to paragraph 2, the matters required to be set out in a statement under Article 22(2)
are the following provisions of this Order—

Article 21A provision of receipts

Article 21B provision of statements

Article 27 misstatements and non-disclosure in proposals

Article 28 return of policies and premium receipt books
after inspection

Article 29 notice before forfeiture

Article 30 provisions as to forfeited policies

Article 33 payment of claims

Article 36 disputes

Article 48 notices

2. A statement setting out the effect of any provision mentioned in paragraph 1 may be substituted
for that provision if the Financial Services Authority so consents.]

SCHEDULE 5 Article 24, Sch. 2.

PROVISIONS AS TO VALUATIONS AND RELATED MATTERS

1. The valuation shall be made by an actuary as defined by[F8 section 96(1) of the Insurance
Companies Act 1982].

F8 1982 c. 50

2. The report containing the abstract of the valuation required by section 34 of the Friendly
Societies Act shall be sent by a collecting society to the Commissioner within 12 months after the
close of the period to which the valuation relates, and shall contain—

(a) a statement as to how the value of stock exchange securities (if any) included in the balance
sheet are arrived at; and

(b) a certificate, signed by the same persons as sign the balance sheet, to the effect that, in
their belief, the assets set out in the balance sheet are in the aggregate fully of the value
stated therein, less any investment reserve fund taken into account.

3. Where the balance sheet ofF9. . . an industrial assurance company includes amongst the assets
thereof any sums representing—

(a) expenses of organisation or extension; or
(b) the purchase of business or goodwill;

and the amount of the assets, exclusive of such sums (after deducting debts due by theF9. . . company,
other than debentures and loans), is less than the amount of the industrial assurance fund or, as the
case may be, of the several assurance and insurance funds as shown in that balance sheet, the amount
of the industrial assurance fund shown in the valuation balance sheet shall be reduced by the amount
of the deficiency or, as the case may be, by a sum bearing such proportion to that deficiency as
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the amount of the industrial assurance fund shown in the first-mentioned balance sheet bears to the
aggregate amount of all the assurance and insurance funds so shown.

F9 1992 c. 40

4. Where debentures have been issued or loans raised which are charged on any of the assets
of the company in which the industrial assurance fund is invested, there shall be inserted in the
valuation balance sheet a note giving the particulars of the charge and stating that the result shown
by the valuation is subject to the liability under the charge.

5.—(1)  Subject to sub-paragraph (2), if the[F10 Commission] is satisfied on any valuation—
(a) that any of the foregoing provisions of this Schedule have not been complied with; or
(b) that the industrial assurance fund as stated in the valuation balance sheet is greater than

the value of the assets available for the liabilities of that fund, due regard being had to the
other liabilities of theF10. . . industrial assurance company and to the foregoing provisions
of this Schedule;

[F10the Commission] may reject the valuation and may direct theF10. . . company to make such
alteration therein as may be necessary to secure compliance with those provisions.

(2)  TheF10. . . industrial assurance company may appeal to the High Court against any decision
of the[F10 Commission] under this paragraph.

F10 1992 c. 40

6. The[F11 Commission] may direct anyF11. . . industrial assurance company to furnish to[F11 it],
in addition to such information asF11. . . the company is required to furnish under the Insurance
Companies [F12 Act[F13 1982]], such explanations as[F11 it] considers necessary in order to satisfy[F11

itself] whether the valuation complies with the provisions of this Schedule.

F11 1992 c. 40
F12 1980 c. 25
F13 1982 c. 50

7. Where a valuation discloses a deficiency, the[F14 Commission] may, if, after investigation,[F14

it] is satisfied that theF14. . . industrial assurance company should cease to carry on industrial
assurance business,—
Sub#para. (a) rep. by 1992 c. 40

(b) in the case of an industrial assurance company, present a petition to the High Court for
the winding-up of the company.

F14 1992 c. 40
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SCHEDULE 6 Articles 30(1)(ii) (2), 31(1), 34 and 35(2)
(b)

RULES FOR VALUING POLICIES AND FOR ASCERTAINING
THE AMOUNT OF A FREE PAID-UP POLICY

PART I
RULES FOR VALUING POLICIES

1. The value of the policy is to be the difference between the present value of the reversion in
the sum assured according to the contingency upon which it is payable, including any bonus added
thereto, and the present value of the future net premium.

2. Subject to paragraphs 3 to 5, the net premium is to be such premium as, according to the
assumed rate of interest and rate of mortality and the age of the person whose life is assured at his
birthday next following the date of the policy, is sufficient to provide for the risk incurred by the
collecting society or industrial assurance company in issuing the policy, exclusive of any addition
thereon for office expenses and other charges.

3. In the case of a policy, other than a policy for the whole term of life issued before the person
whose life is assured attained the age of 10 years, the date of the policy may be assumed to be one
year after the actual date, and, if it is so assumed, the term of the policy may be assumed to be one
year less than the actual term.

4. In the case of a policy for the whole term of life issued before the person whose life is assured
attained the age of 10 years, account shall not be taken of any period for which the policy was in
force before the anniversary of the date of issue of the policy next preceding the date on which the
age of 11 years was attained.

5. In the case of a substituted policy, the net premium shall be calculated with reference to such
sum as, according to the practice of the collecting society or industrial assurance company for the
time being, would have been assured by the premium payable, if the person upon whose life the
substituted policy is issued had not been assured with the society or company before the issue of
that policy.

PART II
RULE FOR ASCERTAINING THE AMOUNT OF A FREE PAID-UP POLICY
6. Subject to Article 35 and Schedule 7, the amount of a free paid-up policy is to be a sum bearing

the same proportion to 75 per cent. of the value of the policy as the sum of £1 bears to the value
of the reversion in the sum of £1, according to the contingency upon which the sum assured under
the original policy was payable.

PART III
GENERAL RULES APPLICABLE FOR PURPOSES OF PARTS I AND II

7. Interest is to be assumed at the rate of 4 per cent. per annum.

8. The rate of mortality is to be assumed according to the table contained in column 6 of Table G in
the Supplement to the 65th Annual Report of the Registrar-General of Births, Deaths and Marriages
in England and Wales—Part I.
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9. The age of the person whose life is assured shall be obtained by adding to the age attained
by him at his birthday next after the date of the issue of the policy, the duration of the policy in
completed years at the date as at which the value of the policy is required to be ascertained.

10. In the case of a policy issued for a term other than the whole term of life, the remaining term at
the date at which the value of the policy is required to be ascertained shall be obtained by deducting
from the original term of the policy the duration of the policy in completed years at that date.

PART IV
MODIFICATIONS OF THIS SCHEDULE IN RELATION TO CERTAIN POLICIES

11. In its application to the valuation of a policy of which the sum assured or guaranteed has
been increased under regulation 6 or 7 of the Industrial Assurance (Life Assurance Premium Relief)
Regulations (Northern Ireland) 1978 , this Schedule shall have effect subject to the following
modifications—

(a) the value of the policy shall be the aggregate of the value of the sum assured or guaranteed
by the policy immediately before the increase and of the value of the increase in the sum
assured or guaranteed;

(b) for the purpose of the valuation of the increase in the sum assured or guaranteed,
paragraphs 1 and 2 shall have effect as if the increase had been assured by a policy effected
on the next anniversary date of the policy after 6th April 1979 for the then unexpired term
of the policy.

[F1512. In its application to the valuation of a policy of which the sum assured or guaranteed has
been increased as mentioned in paragraph 11 and the increase has been amended under regulation 6
or 8 of the Industrial Assurance (Life Assurance Premium Relief) (Change of Rate) Regulations
(Northern Ireland) 1989, this Schedule shall have effect subject to the following modification,
namely the value of the policy shall be computed and approved by an actuary in accordance with
principles which take account of the amendment and which are approved by the Commissioner.]

F15 SR 1989/75

SCHEDULE 7 Article 35(2)(a) (3), Schedule 6.

SPECIAL RULES AS TO CERTAIN FREE PAID-UP POLICIES

1. Subject to paragraph 2, the free paid-up policy of a registered friendly society or an industrial
assurance company shall assure payment, on the events on which the sums assured by the surrendered
policy were payable, of sums bearing the same proportion to those sums (including any addition by
way of bonus) as the amount of the premiums actually paid under the surrendered policy bears to
the amount of the premiums which would have been payable under the surrendered policy had the
full number of premiums become payable thereunder.

2. Where any sum has been paid by the registered friendly society or industrial assurance
company under the surrendered policy, before the surrender of the policy, the sums assured by the
free paid-up policy shall be[F16 and approved by an actuary in accordance with principles which take
account of the substitution of 12½ per cent. for 15 per cent. effected by section 29 of the Finance Act
1988 and which are approved by[F17 an independent actuary whose appointment has been agreed by
the society or company (as the case may be) and the policyholder].].
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F16 SR 1989/76
F17 SI 2001/3647

3. Where the surrendered policy provided for payment of a sum by way of return of a premium
on any event, the free paid-up policy shall provide that, on that event, such part of the premiums
actually paid under the surrendered policy shall be repaid as would have been payable on that event
if the surrendered policy had remained in force.

4. In paragraphs 1 and 3 the words “premiums actually paid”, in their application to a policy in
respect of which under the prescribed scheme (as defined by Article 29(3)) or an approved scheme
(as so defined) payment of any premium due has been discharged by payment of[F18 87½ per cent.]
of that premium, shall include premiums in respect of which such payment has been made.

F18 SR 1989/75, 76

5. In its application to a policy of which the sum assured or guaranteed has been increased under
regulation 6 or 7 of the Industrial Assurance (Life Assurance Premium Relief) Regulations (Northern
Ireland) 1978 ( “the 1978 Regulations”), paragraph 1 shall have effect subject to the following
modifications:—

(a) For the purpose of calculating the amount assured by the free paid-up policy the sum
assured by the surrendered policy shall be divided into the original sum assured and the
increase in the sum assured, any addition to the sum assured by the surrendered policy by
way of bonus on or after 6th April 1979 to be allocated proportionately between and to
be treated as comprised in the original sum assured and the increase in the sum assured
respectively.

(b) The amount assured by the free paid-up policy shall consist of the aggregate of proportions
of the original sum assured and of the increase in the sum assured calculated as follows:—

(i) the proportion of the original sum assured shall be the same proportion as the amount
of the original premiums actually paid bears to the amount of the original premiums
which would have been payable under the surrendered policy had the full number
of original premiums become payable thereunder;

(ii) the proportion of the increase in the sum assured shall be the same proportion as the
amount of the increase in premiums actually paid bears to the amount of the increase
in premiums which would have been payable under the surrendered policy had the
full number of increases in premium become payable thereunder.

[F195A. In its application to a policy of which the sum assured or guaranteed has been increased as
mentioned in paragraph 5 and the increase has been amended under regulation 6 or 8 of the Industrial
Assurance (Life Assurance Premium Relief) (Change of Rate) Regulations (Northern Ireland) 1989
paragraph 1 shall have effect subject to the following modification, namely the amount assured by
the free paid-up policy shall be computed and approved by an actuary in accordance with principles
which take account of the amendment and which are approved by the[F20 Commission].]

F19 SR 1989/75
F20 1992 c. 40

6. For the purpose of this paragraph and of paragraph 5( b)(i):
“the original premiums” means the premiums of the amount payable under the policy before
the increase in premium was effected under regulation 5(1) or 7(2) of the 1978 Regulations,
including, in respect of premiums paid, or which would have been payable, after 6th April
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1979, payments of that amount included in premiums paid, or which would have been payable,
after that date;
“the original sum assured” means the sum (including any addition by way of bonus) assured
or guaranteed under the surrendered policy on 6th April 1979 before the increase under
regulation 6 or 7 of the 1978 Regulations took effect, together with any addition made thereto
in respect of the due proportion of any bonus added on or after 6th April 1979;
“the amount of the increase in the sum assured” means the sum assured by the surrendered
policy in so far as it exceeds the original sum assured as at 6th April 1979, together with any
addition made thereto in respect of the due proportion of any bonus added on or after 6th April
1979.

Schedule 8—Amendments

SCHEDULE 9 Articles 2(2), 35(1)(a), 52(1), 54 and
Schedules 2, 3 and 4

SAVINGS AND TRANSITIONAL PROVISIONS

Savings for policies on lives of persons ordinarily resident outside the
United Kingdom and the Isle of Man or effected before certain dates

Para. 1 rep. by SI 2001/3647

2.—(1)  Notwithstanding the repeal by this Order of section 4 of the Act of 1924 and the fact
that the repeals made by this Order in subsection (2) of section 6 of the Act of 1948 cause the
proviso to that subsection to cease to apply to industrial assurance companies, the provisions set
out in this paragraph shall continue to apply to insurances effected[F21 before 1st December 2001]
by an industrial assurance company on the life of a person who, at the time of the proposal,[F21

was ordinarily resident] outside the United Kingdom and the Isle of Man, including assurances the
premiums in respect of which are payable at intervals of two months or more; but this paragraph
does not apply where the person insuring has an interest in the life of the person insured.

(2)  An industrial assurance company shall notF21. . . pay on the death of a child under the ages
hereinafter specified any sum of money which exceeds or which, when added to any amount payable
on the death of that child by any other industrial assurance company or by any friendly society or
branch, whether registered or not registered, or by any trade union, exceeds the amounts hereinafter
specified, that is to say,—

(a) £6 in the case of a child under three years of age;
(b) £10 in the case of a child under six years of age;
(c) £15 in the case of a child under 10 years of age.

(3)  Where an application is made for a certificate of the death of a child for the purpose of
obtaining a sum of money from an industrial assurance company in respect of such an insurance—

(a) the name of the company and the sum sought to be obtained from it shall be stated to the
registrar of deaths;
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(b) the registrar of deaths shall write on or at the foot of the certificate the words “to be
produced to the … (naming the industrial assurance company) said to be liable for
payment of the sum of … (stating the amount sought to be obtained)”;

(c) the certificate, together with all other certificates of the same death, shall be numbered in
consecutive order.

(4)  A registrar of deaths shall not give any one or more certificates of death for the payment in
the whole of any sum of money exceeding—

(a) £6 on the death of a child under three years of age; or
(b) £10 on the death of a child under six years of age; or
(c) £15 on the death of a child under 10 years of age.

(5)  A registrar of deaths shall not give any such certificate unless the cause of death has been
previously entered in the register of deaths on the certificate of a coroner or of a registered medical
practitioner who attended the deceased child during its last illness, or except upon the production
of a certificate of the probable cause of death under the hand of a registered medical practitioner,
or of other satisfactory evidence thereof.

(6)  An industrial assurance company shall not pay any sum on the death of a child under 10
years of age except upon production by the person claiming payment of a certificate of death issued
by the registrar of deaths, or other person having the care of the register of deaths, containing the
particulars mentioned in sub-paragraph (3).

(7)  An industrial assurance company to which there is produced a certificate of the death of a
child which does not purport to be the first shall, before paying any money thereon, inquire whether
any and what sums of money have been paid on the same death by any other industrial assurance
company, or any friendly society or branch.

F21 SI 2001/3647

3. For the purpose of calculating the maximum sum which mayF22. . . or paidF22. . . under
paragraph 2(2), no account shall be taken of any repayment of the whole or any part of the premium
paid in respect of any endowment policy, and[F22 paragraph] 2(6) shall not apply as respects any
such payment.

F22 SI 2001/3647

Para. 4 rep. by SI 2001/3647

5. Any endowment policy issued before 1st January 1925, which would have been in force on
that date if the Act of 1929 had been in operation on and from the date on which the policy was
issued, shall be deemed, for the purposes of this Order, to have been in force on 1st January 1925
and, in the case of a policy of the description mentioned in paragraph 1(1)( b), to have been issued in
accordance with that paragraph, and, as respects any endowment policy in force on, or issued since,
that date, Article 35 and paragraph 1 of this Schedule shall be deemed to have been in operation on
and from the date on which the policy was issued.

Transitional provisions

Para. 6 rep. by SI 2001/3647
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7. Any certificate of exemption issued under section 11 of the Collecting Societies and Industrial
Assurance Companies Act 1896 or the corresponding provision of any Act repealed by that Act and
in force immediately before the commencement of this Order shall continue in force until revoked
by the Commissioner and have effect as if it were a certificate under Article 12 exempting the society
from all the provisions of this Order.

8. The provisions of Part VI of the Reserve and Auxiliary Forces (Protection of Civil Interests)
Act 1951 (as applied to Northern Ireland by any Order in Council under section 65 of that Act),
and of regulations made under section 57 of that Act (as so applied), shall have effect in relation
to this Order as they had in relation to the corresponding provisions of the enactments repealed by
this Order.

9.—(1)  The inclusion in this Order of any express amendment or saving shall not be taken as
prejudicing the operation of sections 28 and 29 of the Interpretation Act (Northern Ireland) 1954
(which relate to the effect of repeals and substituting provisions).

(2)  For the purposes of this Order, the provisions of section 29(1) (construction of references to
the superseded enactment) and(3)( a) (statutory instruments or documents made, and things done,
under the superseded enactment to have effect as if made or done under the superseding enactment)
of that Act shall apply to all instruments and documents as they apply to statutory instruments and
statutory documents within the meaning of that Act.

Interpretation

Para. 10 rep. by SI 2001/3647
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Changes and effects yet to be applied to the whole Order associated Parts and
Chapters:
– Act revoked by 2000 c. 8 s.416(2)
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